In this paper, we propose new scheduling algorithms to achieve fault security in multiprocessor systems. 
Introduction
In recent years, much research has been conducted on methods for high reliability multiprocessor scheduling under various system models (e.g., [8, 13] ). This paper focuses on fault-secure multiprocessor scheduling. The goal of fault-secure scheduling is to detect errors in computation of parallel programs carried out on multiprocessor systems. The basic approach to achieving fault security is to duplicate every task of a program and compare outputs of copies to ensure that either the output of the program is correct or at least one of the comparisons reports the existence of errors.
The concept of fault security was originally introduced in logic circuit design [7] . A circuit is fault-secure if for any single fault within the circuit, the circuit either produces correct output or produces a non-codeword. Banerjee and Abraham [1] first applied this concept to multiprocessor scheduling. Gu et al. [3] have investigated the formal characterization of fault-secure multiprocessor schedules by introducing the concept of k-fault-secure scheduling. In a -fault-secure schedule, the output of a system is guaranteed to be either correct or tagged as incorrect for up to processor faults. In their model, a parallel program is composed of a set of tasks and represented by a directed acyclic graph, and the number of processors is unlimited. Some scheduling algorithms have been proposed to achieve 1-fault security in [3] . More recently, Wu et al. [14] proposed an optimal fault-secure scheduling algorithm. Given the number of processors, the algorithm generates a 1-faultsecure schedule with the minimum schedule length.
However, the algorithms proposed in [3] and [14] assume that communication costs are negligible and all tasks have a uniform unit execution time. Moreover, these algorithms can only be applied to a class of tree-structured task graphs.
In this paper, we propose a new scheduling algorithm for achieving 1-fault security in multiprocessor systems with a distributed memory architecture, in which processors communicate with each other solely by message-passing. For comparison purposes, we also present a straightforward algorithm. We consider parallel programs represented by directed acyclic graphs with arbitrary computation and communication costs. Multiprocessor scheduling for most precedence-constrained task graphs is an NP-complete problem in its general form [2] . The algorithms we propose in this paper are heuristic; that is, schedules they produce are not necessarily optimal.
It is well known that inter-processor communication has serious effects on the performance of parallel processing. Task duplication [9] is an effective technique for improving the performance by reducing overheads of the communication. This technique eliminates communication delays by duplicating tasks among PEs. The technique thus improves the start times of tasks that need to wait for their preceding tasks, and also improves the finish time of the given program consequently.
In our approach to achieving 1-fault security, every task in the given task graph is replicated, and equality tests are carried out between the copies. The proposed algorithms schedule copies of tasks based on the task duplication technique to achieve better performance while maintaining 1-fault-secure properties.
Preliminaries

System and Task Model
We consider a multiprocessor system that consists of Ò the time required for transferring necessary data between different PEs. If the data transfer is done within the same PE, the communication cost is zero. In the following, we call such a weighted DAG a task graph. Various applications are known to be represented by weighted DAGs (e.g., [12] ). Figure 1 shows examples of task graphs. In the figure, the number adjacent to each node represents the execution time of the task represented by the node, and the number on each edge is the communication cost for data transfer.
We introduce some definitions and terminology as in [6] . For a path in a task graph, its length is defined as the summation of task execution times along the path excluding communication delays. The level of a task is defined as the length of the longest path from the node representing the task to a node that has no successor nodes. In Figure 1 (a), for example, the levels of Ú 6 and Ú 7 are 9 and 2, respectively.
Finally, the height of a task is defined as
where Í is a set of immediate successors of Ú. In Figure  1 (a), for example, the heights of Ú 6 and Ú 7 are 3 and 0, respectively. 
Scheduling
In general, multiprocessor scheduling refers to the process in which tasks in a given task graph are assigned to PEs and the time slots in which the tasks are executed are determined. When more than one copy of each task is allowed to be scheduled, it is also necessary to specify from which copies to which copies data are transferred.
To distinguish between a task Ú ¾ Î and its scheduled copies, we call the latter the instances of Ú. We represent by ´×µ « 1 « 2 ¡ ¡ ¡ « Ö µ the fact that the instance × of Ú receives necessary data from « 1 « 2 ¡ ¡ ¡ « Ö which are instances of the immediate predecessors of Ú. By definition, Ö is equal to the number of the immediate predecessors. We always write « 's in ascending order of the indices of the corresponding tasks.
Fault-secure scheduling, as discussed here, refers to producing a schedule with which even if any single fault occurs, the system can either produce the correct result for a given program or detect the fault. We call such a schedule a 1-fault-secure schedule [3] . The goal of our research is to minimize the schedule length while achieving 1-fault security.
In our approach to achieving the 1-fault security property, every task Ú ¾ Î is replicated to produce at least two copies of its output and equality tests are carried out between different copies of some tasks. To do so, we need to allocate tests to PEs, in addition to the normal tasks of Î .
A test reports either "equal" or "not equal" according to the equality of the outputs of the copies compared. A fault is detected when some test reports "not equal". We assume that the outcome of a test carried out on a fault-free PE is always correct.
We use the notation ´« 1 « 2 ¡ ¡ ¡ « Ñ µ to indicate a test that compares the outputs of instances « 1 « 2 ¡ ¡ ¡ « Ñ of the same task. Each test requires time for execution, and receiving data for comparison also incurs a communication delay. However the computation and communication costs of tests do not have any effect on the correctness of the proposed algorithms. Thus we do not introduce notations to represent these costs in this paper.
Fault Model and 1-Fault-Secure Schedule
We assume that a fault in a PE can result in errors in the outputs of an arbitrary set of instances of tasks and tests allocated to the PE. We call such a set a fault pattern if it is not empty, that is, a fault pattern is a non-empty subset of instances of tasks and tests that consists of all the instances whose outputs can be made erroneous directly by a fault in the system.
If a task receives erroneous outputs of other tasks, then the task itself may or may not become erroneous. We assume that an error in an instance of task causes a (possibly empty) subset of instances that receive data from that instance to be erroneous [4] .
As in [3, 4] , we introduce the notion of interpretation, which represents a possible error scenario.
labels, with distinguished labels " ", " ", "Ò", together with an assignment of a label to each instance of Ë such that:
1. each instance of a task is assigned a label from È Ò , and 2. each instance of a test is labeled either " " or "Ò".
In the definition, " " means "correct", whereas represents an erroneous value of an output. Therefore, an instance of a task labeled " ' produces a correct output value, while an instance assigned a label outputs an erroneous value. The labels " " and "Ò" represent the two possible outcomes of a test, "equal" and "not equal" respectively. In the following, we use Ä Ð Á´× µ as the label assigned by an interpretation Á to an instance × of Ë.
The next definition gives the rule of producing scenarios for a given fault pattern.
Definition 2 (Consistency of Interpretation)
Given a schedule Ë and a fault pattern È ¼ , an interpretation Á of Ë is consistent with È ¼ if and only if the following conditions are satisfied.
(A) for an instance × of a task, if Ä Ð Á´× µ " ", then either × ¾ È ¼ or there is at least one instance « in ´×µ such that Ä Ð Á´« µ " ".
Ñµ.
(D) for two instances, × and × ¼ , of a task, with ´×µ
(E) for two instances, × and × ¼ , of a task, with ´×µ and (C) indicate that the outcome of a test carried out on a non-faulty PE is determined by the labels of instances participating in the test, while a valid scenario may assign " " or "Ò" arbitrarily to tests carried out on the faulty PE. Condition (D) states that different instances of a task computed on non-faulty PEs with identical input values must have the same output value. Condition (E) is the assumption that instances of a task computed on non-faulty PEs with different input values from each other must have different output values.
Based on the concept of interpretation, we define a 1-fault-secure schedule as follows.
Definition 3 (1-Fault-Secure schedule)
A schedule Ë is 1-fault-secure if and only if for every fault pattern È ¼ and for every interpretation Á that is consistent with È ¼ , Ä Ð Á´× µ " " for every instance × of every output task, or there exists at least one instance Ø of a test such that Ä Ð Á´Ø µ "Ò".
1-Fault-Secure Scheduling Algorithms
In this section, we present two scheduling algorithms Ë ÌÊand Ì Ë to achieve the 1-fault security property.
Both algorithms tag each instance with "0" or "1", which we call the version number.
Straightforward Algorithm
A simple way of achieving 1-fault security is to simply duplicate a non-fault-secure schedule. We refer to this algorithm as Ë ÌÊ . Algorithm Ë ÌÊproduces the non-faultsecure schedule by applying ËÀ, which is a (non-faultsecure) scheduling algorithm proposed by Kruatrachue [9] . Figure 2 shows an example of applying Ë ÌÊ . In the figure, Ú denotes an instance of Ú tagged with " ", and ´Úµ denotes a test in which all instances of Ú participate. Ë 0 and Ë 1 are non-fault-secure schedules generated by DSH.
In a schedule generated by Ë ÌÊ , every instance tagged with "0" exchanges necessary data only with other instances within Ë 0 , while every instance tagged with "1" does so with other instances within Ë 1 . In other words, each instance tagged with "0" never receive any data from instances tagged with "1", and vice versa. Clearly, therefore, the system needs to compare only the results of the output tasks. The method of scheduling tests is explained in the following subsection because it is common to Algorithm Ì Ë .
The time complexity of ËÀ is known to be Ç´ Î 4 µ [9] , where Î denotes the number of tasks in the task graph.
As explained in Section 3.3, the complexity of scheduling one test is´Ç´ Î 2 µ. Therefore, the complexity of Ë ÌÊis Ç´ Î 4 µ.
Task Duplication Based Algorithm
In this section, we propose a new 1-fault-secure scheduling algorithm, which we refer to as Ì Ë . Algorithm Ì Ë schedules each task based on task duplication [9] , which can improve performance. Ì Ë also tags every instance with either "0" or "1", and allocates tests by using this information. Unlike Ë ÌÊ , however, Ì Ë allows tasks with different version numbers to be allocated to the same PE. In addition to output tasks, therefore, it may be necessary to test other tasks. Ì Ë examines whether a test is needed or not when each instance is scheduled. Tests are scheduled after all the instances of tasks have been scheduled. The outline of Ì Ë is described below.
Output: Ë, a 1-fault-secure schedule Begin Ë := empty; Ì É := empty /*Ì É is a set of tasks that need to be tested.*/
Partitioning:
Partition the set of tasks in into task groups 1, ¡ ¡ ¡ , Ñ according to height. /*Task groups are arranged in descending order of height.*/ Apply Basic algorithm to each task group:
Put all output tasks into Ì É Schedule tests for tasks in Ì É :
Partitioning
In Ì Ë , a given set of tasks is first partitioned into subsets according to their heights in such a way that all tasks with the same height will belong to one subset. We call each subset a task group. For example, consider the task graph in Figure 1 (a). The set of all tasks is partitioned into five task groups as follows.
Basic Algorithm
Once the program has been partitioned into task groups, the Basic algorithm described in this section is applied to each task group. This algorithm consists of two steps.
In
Step 1, all tasks in the given task group are scheduled and tagged with "0". The tasks are scheduled one by one according to their priorities (the task with the highest priority is scheduled first). Priorities are assigned in descending order of level. Tasks at the same level are prioritized according to the number of immediate successors (the task with the greatest number of immediate successors is given the highest priority). Now suppose that Ú ¾ is the task to be scheduled. Note that all tasks in 1 , 2 , ¡ ¡ ¡ , 1 have already been scheduled, i.e., a partial schedule Ë ¼ already exists. In Step 1, Ú is scheduled to one of the Ò PEs by adding its instance, say ×. All instances scheduled in Step 1, including ×, are tagged with "0", The PE on which × will be placed is determined by repeating the following process for every PE.
First, the earliest start time of × is computed, given that × is scheduled on the PE. This can be done by calling Procedure Ì È [9] . Once the start time of × on that PE has been obtained, instances from which × receives data are determined. According to the concept of task duplication, Ì È may duplicate predecessors of Ú in order to improve the start
not an instance of Ô exists that is tagged with "0" and can deliver data to × before the start time. If there is such an instance, it is chosen; otherwise, another instance of Ô which is tagged with "1" is chosen.
If predecessors of Ú are duplicated by Ì È , instances which provide data to those predecessor instances are also determined as described above. Scheduling the new instance may necessitate testing some other tasks. Based on the state of data exchanges between instances, the algorithm determines which tasks, if any, need to be tested. Such tasks are put into a queue Ì É called a test queue. The details of how these tasks are determined are shown later.
After repeating this process for all PEs, the task is scheduled to the PE that can execute it earliest among all the PEs. If there is more than one such PE, then a PE is chosen such that the tasks needed to be tested is minimized.
Step 2, all tasks in the task group are duplicated and tagged with "1". The newly duplicated copies are scheduled in the same order as in Step 1. The PE to each is scheduled is determined in the same way as in Step 1, except that (1) an instance is never scheduled to the same PE where its corresponding task was scheduled in Step 1, and (2) instances tagged with "1" rather than "0" are chosen first as instances for receiving data. Consequently, every task is allocated to at least two different PEs.
The tasks to be tested are determined as follows. Suppose that an instance × of Ú is scheduled on a PE Ô. Let be the version number of ×´ 0 1µ. Then we test every predecessor of Ú that satisfies one of the following two conditions.
1. is an immediate predecessor of Ú and × receives data from an instance of that is tagged with "1 ", or 2. is a predecessor of Ú and an instance of that is tagged with "1 " is already assigned to Ô.
The pseudo-code of the Basic algorithm is given below. 
Basic algorithm
For each PE Ô in È do ÌÐ×Ø Ô := NULL /* ÌÐ×Øis a list containing duplicated predecessors of Ú.*/ Ì Ì Ð × Ø Ô := NULL /*Ì Ì Ð × Ø is a list containing tasks that need to be tested.*/ ËÌ Ô := Ì ÈÚ Ô Ì Ð×Ø Ô µ /*Ë Ì Ô is the earliest start time of Ú on Ô.*/ Ì Ì Ð × Ø Ô := Ã ÌÚ Ô ÌÐ×Ø Ô Ë ¼ µ /*Put tasks that need to be tested into Ì Ì Ð × Ø Ô .*/ End For ÔØ := the PE whose ËÌ ÔØ is the smallest Schedule Ú 0 with ÌÐ×Ø ÔØ to ÔØ at time ËÌ ÔØ Put tasks in Ì Ì Ð × Ø ÔØ into Ì É .
End For
Step 2: 
Scheduling of Tests
After the instances of all tasks have been scheduled, tests for the tasks in Ì É are scheduled. A test for a task Ú is assigned to a PE Ô where neither instances of Ú nor instances of its predecessors are assigned. If there is more than one qualifying PE, the one on which the test can be executed earliest is selected. If there is no such PE, the test is duplicated and scheduled in such a way that each of the two copies is executed on a different PE from each other.
All the instances of Ú in Ë participate in the test. Note that there may be more than two instances of Ú in Ë, because Ú may be duplicated by Procedure Ì È as successors of Ú are scheduled. Therefore, tests are not necessarily binary equality checks, unlike in [3, 4, 14] . 
Time complexity
The complexity of task level and height calculation is Since Î 2 and the number of task is Î , the complexity of Ì Ë is Ç´ Î 4 µ, given that Ò is fixed.
Illustrative Example
Figures 3 and 4 illustrate how Algorithm Ì Ë works. In this example, we assume that the number of PEs, Ò, is four and that the task graph shown in Figure 3(a) is given. The set of tasks is partitioned into six task groups 1 , 2 , ¡ ¡ ¡ , 6 . Tasks in each task group are ordered according to their priorities as follows. These task groups are ordered according to their heights. Then the Basic algorithm is applied to each task group in order. The task group whose height is the largest is selected first. Now suppose that task groups 1 and 2 have been scheduled. Then the Basic algorithm is applied to 3 . In Step 1, each task in 3 is scheduled, and its instance is tagged with "0". This is done by applying Procedure Ì È to each PE. For example, an instance of Ú, which is indicated by Ú 0 4
in Figure 3 , is scheduled as follows. As shown in Figure   3 would be 6 on Ô 3 if no instances were duplicated, as shown in Figure 3 earlier than Ô 1 and Ô 2 . Therefore, Ú 0 4 is scheduled to Ô 3 as shown in Figure 3(d) .
In Step 2, each task in 3 is duplicated and scheduled to one of the Ò PEs other than the PE to which its instance is already scheduled. For example, since an instance of Ú 4 (Ú 0 4 ) is already scheduled to Ô 3 in Step 1, Ì È is applied to Ô 1 , Ô 2 , and Ô 4 . As a result, an instance tagged with "1" (Ú Step 2 are tagged with "1".) Similarly, each remaining task is scheduled so as to be executed on two different PEs as shown in Figure 3 (e).
The Basic algorithm is applied to the remaining task groups 4 , 5 and 6 . As a result, a schedule is obtained as shown in Figure 3 (f).
When Ì È calculates the start time of an instance on a PE, Ì Ë also checks whether the predecessors of the instance need to be tested or not. For example, when an instance of Ú 7 with version number "0" (Ú Finally, Ì É becomes Ú 1 Ú 2 Ú 3 Ú 5 Ú 9 , and tests for these tasks are scheduled. In this example, since Ú 1 , which is a common predecessor to the tasks in Ì É , is assigned to all PEs, every test is duplicated and assigned to two distinct PEs. As a result, a 1-fault-secure schedule is obtained as shown in Figure 4 (b).
Correctness Proof of Proposed Algorithms
In this section, we present a sketch of the correctness proof of Algorithm Ì Ë . For complete proofs of Algorithms Ë ÌÊand Ì Ë , readers are referred to [5] .
In the following proofs, we let Ë denote a schedule generated by Ì Ë . As in [3, 4] , we introduce an Å Î ¼ Î ¼ ¼ µ for Ë, where Î ¼ is the set of nodes and ¼ is the set of edges. ¼ represents the state of data exchanges between instances in Ë, i.e., ¼ is unique to Ë. Each node represents an instance of a task in Ë. If an instance × ¼ receives necessary data from another instance ×, then there is an edge from × to × ¼ . If there exists a path from × ¼ to ×, we call × ¼ an ancestor of ×. 
Proof:
We prove this by induction.
[ Proof: Suppose that an instance of an output task Ú is labelled with an erroneous value. Then, by Lemma 3, there is a test that reports "not equal", or there is another instance of Ú that is labelled with "c". Also in the latter case, there is a test that reliably reports "not equal" by Lemma 1, since all output tasks are tested. Thus the theorem follows from the definition of a 1-fault-secure schedule.
¾
Experimental Evaluation
Simulation Environment
Using a large number of task graphs as a workload, we performed simulations for comparison studies of Algorithms Ë ÌÊand Ì Ë . In the simulations, we used task graphs for two practical parallel computations: Gaussian elimination [10] and LU-decomposition [11] . These task graphs can be characterized by the size of the input matrix because the numbers of tasks and edges in the task graph depends on the size. For example, the task graph for Gaussian elimination shown in Figure 1(a) is for a matrix of size 3. The number of nodes in these task graphs is roughly Ç´AE 2 µ, where AE is the size of matrix. In the simulation, we varied the matrix sizes so that the graph sizes ranged from about 100 to 400 nodes. For each task graph size, we generated six differ- In the simulation, for each task graph, the execution time of a test is set to the smallest execution time of tasks, and the communication cost between a test and tasks is set to the average communication delay between tasks.
As a baseline, we used the finish time of a (non-faultsecure) schedule generated by ËÀ. All results presented in this section are normalized to this length. In the studies, we considered two cases: the number of PEs Ò 8, and Ò 16.
Evaluation Results
Figures 5 and 6 show the simulation results for Gaussian elimination and LU-decomposition task graphs, respectively. The value of Ö is fixed to 5, and the matrix size is varied so that the number of tasks in the corresponding task graph ranges from 100 to 400. The results show that Ì Ë outperforms Ë ÌÊ . As the matrix size increases, the difference between the performance of Ì Ë and that of Ë ÌÊ increases. The following reason is conjectured. In general, as the size of the task graph increases, its parallelism also increases (here, parallelism means the maximum number of tasks that can be executed in parallel at a time). We can take advantage of the parallelism only if we have a sufficient number of PEs. In this simulation, the number of PEs Ò is fixed regardless of the size of task graph. Therefore, as the matrix size increases, Ì Ë can extract more parallelism than Ë ÌÊbecause Ë ÌÊcan essentially use only Ò 2 PEs. Figures 7 and 8 show the simulation results when the matrix size is 24. In this simulation, we varied the value of Ö from 0.1 to 10.0. In both kinds of task graphs, when the value of Ö is small, e.g., Ö 1 0, Ë ÌÊshows better performance than Ì Ë . In most cases, the number of tests in a schedule obtained by Ë ÌÊis smaller than Ì Ë because Ë ÌÊrequires tests for the output tasks only.
Note that as communication delays decrease, the amount of idle time between tasks, which is available for scheduling tests by Ì Ë , decreases. As a result, Ì Ë has worse performance than Ë ÌÊ . On the other hand, when Ö 1 0, Ì Ë shows better performance than Ë ÌÊ . 
Conclusions
In this paper, we proposed two multiprocessor scheduling algorithms, Ë ÌÊand Ì Ë , to achieve 1-fault security.
We showed that the time complexity of these algorithms is Ç´ Î 4 µ, where Î is the number of tasks in the given task graph. We performed simulation studies using two kinds of task graphs for practical parallel computation; namely, Gaussian elimination and LU-decomposition. As a result, it was found that Ì Ë outperforms Ë ÌÊespecially when the value of Ö is large ( Ö 1 0). A drawback of Ì Ë is its running time. For example, for a Gaussian elimination task graph with matrix size = 24 (the number of tasks is 297), it took 8391 seconds to produce a 1-fault-secure schedule. (We conducted the simulations on a COMPAQ XP1000 workstation.) We consider improving the running time as future work. 
